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Abstract 

 

Tailoring for the Visual Learner: The Vest 

 

Renée Cynthia Berthelette, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

Supervisor:  James Glavan 

 
The foundation of Tailoring for the Visual Learner is the exploration of new and 

creative approaches to preserve, promote, and pass on the art of individually handcrafted 

menswear for theatre and film.  This project culminated in the creation of an instructional 

video guide unlike anything currently available on the market.  Using high definition 

cameras and a team of highly skilled professionals, I produced, wrote, directed and 

hosted an instructional video that takes the viewer through every step of the creation of a 

hand tailored vest: from fabric preparation and drafting to the final fitting.  Instruction 

utilizes a modern voice aimed at early career sewing professionals who wish to advance, 

and seek an alternative to confusing drafting books or incomplete online tutorials that 

avoid the features of a truly well constructed garment.  By combining up close camera 

work with textual explanations, graphics, and verbal explanations, I have created a new 

approach to tailoring instruction aimed at visual learners, who make up a large majority 

of costuming professionals.  By taking the viewer through the tailoring process up close 

and step-by-step, the time-honored tradition of tailoring is now available and affordable 

to countless artisans who seek to advance and/or teach their craft.  
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Project Overview 

“I can’t tell you, I have to show you,” answered my mentor when I inquired about 

the shape of a sleeve pattern.  As his response indicated, the study of classic tailoring 

involves a great deal of visual learning.  In order to master the finesse of tailoring for 

film, theatre, or an individual client, visual demonstrations are inherently necessary.  For 

example, in order to fully understand how to create a beautifully shaped sleeve, perfectly 

pressed welt pocket, or crisp mitered corner, a student must be shown how.  The level of 

personal instruction required to master this skill might be one reason why the art of the 

tailor is one pursued by an increasingly smaller group of artisans.  This project seeks to 

preserve the art of individually handcrafted menswear and bring the craft to a modern 

audience.  It will fill a void in the existing educational literature on the subject of creating 

men’s wear for stage and film by presenting them for the first time in high definition 

digital video format, with approachable narration and a clear visual aspect aimed at 

intermediate sewers.   

In my research on the subject, I have found that, to date, there is no 

comprehensive tailoring guide in video format, and available tailoring resources are often 

difficult to understand or obtain.  Existing tailoring videos are most frequently aimed at 

beginning sewers, and often leave out the delicate sophistication that is so essential to the 

creation of a well-tailored suit.  For example, many of the YouTube videos that include 

“tailoring” as a part of their title contain information on alterations rather than full 

garment builds.   Even recently published tailoring books will only take the reader 

through the construction of a garment, while avoiding the task of drafting a pattern or 

proper fabric preparation. Web-based tutorials often oversimplify the tailoring process 

and are poorly produced, leaving out significant pieces of visual information.  Tailoring 
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blogs are usually written for the consumer, and read more like advertisements than 

advice.  On the other hand, high quality drafting books often contain dated language, 

leave out crucial instructions mid-process, and are out of print. While some drafts create 

better fitting garments, others require a few intuitive adjustments in order to fit well. This 

knowledge of the drafting process can only be gained through extensive drafting 

experience, but can make a beginner’s tasks much easier with just a few hints.  

To address the gaps in the available educational material on tailoring, this 

beautifully produced instructional guide shows each step of the creation of a custom 

tailored vest.  The video features myself as the host and teacher, and addresses all the 

necessary information and techniques that a beginning tailor needs (see figs. 1 and 2).  

Although the instruction focuses primarily on classic tailoring techniques, I will also 

address ways that the tailoring process can be expedited, which will prove quite valuable 

to the theatre costuming community.  Video topics include, but are not limited to: 

drafting patterns, taking measurements, fabric preparation, hand stitches, welt pockets, 

and alterations.  These high quality videos guide the viewer through my process, and give 

an up-close view of my techniques (see figs 3 and 4). Craft artisans are often visual 

learners, and are much more receptive to demonstrations over written instruction. What 

would only take a few seconds of video might otherwise take a paragraph and several 

illustrations to explain fully.  
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Methods, Procedures, and Materials 

In preparation for my role in this project, I immersed myself in the subject matter, 

sought out professionals who can share their passion and knowledge, and embraced the 

role of the educator.  My graduate studies, for example, have covered various topics in 

costume technology, but I have focused primarily in menswear.  I have purchased and 

read out-of-print tailoring books, used multiple drafting systems, and analyzed them for 

their strengths and weaknesses. My construction experience is constantly expanding, and 

I have experimented with varied methods of construction and design that appeal to both 

the film and theatre communities.  My background experience also includes experience 

as an educator.  Experiences include being a teacher’s assistant for a tailoring class at the 

University of Texas at Austin and costume design class at the University of Rhode Island, 

classes in Pedagogy and Learning Theory, workshop coordinator, and teaching English as 

a second language in Haining, Zhejiang, China.  I am lucky enough to be a student and 

teacher’s assistant at one of the few schools in the United States that offer classes devoted 

exclusively to bespoke tailoring, and find great joy in helping other students achieve the 

beautiful perfection that is good tailoring. 

Literary references for this project include Classic Tailoring Techniques by 

Roberto Cabrera and Patricia Meyers, Tailoring Suits the Professional Way by Clarence 

Poulin and Suit Construction for the Theatrical Tailor by Emily Sarah McElroy.   In the 

video, I reference these books as an additional resource, and offer suggestions on how to 

use their individual strengths.  While these books have been instrumental to my 

development as a tailor, I could have never made the great strides of improvement I have 

taken without a visual demonstration of the more complex processes of suit making from 

Professor James Glavan.  
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In addition, my performance onscreen would have suffered greatly if it was not 

for my undergraduate training in acting.  These classes proved extremely useful for my 

role as the host of the video.  I was able to fall back on training in enunciation, posture, 

stretching, and warm ups, all of which contributed to better shoot days.  Often times the 

biggest challenge of a shoot day was not late crewmembers, unsatisfying hair styling, or 

malfunctioning equipment, it was shedding the frustration of a producer and remaining in 

character despite these circumstances.   

In the beginning stages of production, I worked with creative director, Professor  

Charlie Otte, who had excellent feedback regarding my character and performance.  It 

wasn’t until these first rehearsals that I truly understood that I was developing a character 

for this role.  The importance of rehearsal and memorization became increasingly 

apparent throughout production: the more focused I was in my performance, the better 

my confidence, delivery, and, ultimately, shoot time.   Rehearsal and cue cards made me 

much more comfortable with the words of the script, but Charlie helped me to discover 

that there is also a great deal of motion and movement that also needs rehearsal.  With 

Professor Otte’s guidance, the development of movement and prop handling became fully 

incorporated into the weekly rehearsal sessions.  By collaborating with my Director of 

Photography and Chief Editor, Eric Gazzillo, I worked extensively on developing 

“business” and having relative objects in my hand, while also seeming approachable and 

friendly.  

In preparation for my role as director, writer and producer, I familiarized myself 

with camera equipment, editing software, lighting design and technology, and, most 

importantly, established firm relationships with experts and artists who contributed to this 

project.  I also secured the use of the equipment we would need; this included an Altman 

Light Kit, a Panasonic AG HVX200 Camera, a Canon Vivia HF S21 Camera, and a 
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Bogen Manfrotto tripod (see fig. 5). Eric, Charlie, and I decided that we would need three 

additional crewmembers for each shoot.  These production assistants would help with 

general set up and strike, as well as carry individual responsibilities.  The Assistant 

Camera Operator/Grip would work with video, sound, and lighting equipment, and be 

Eric’s primary assistant.  The Production Sound Mixer would hold the boom mic and 

make sure that sound levels stayed relatively consistent and free of static or humming.  

The Script Supervisor would slate the shots, hold cue cards, and help to make sure that 

we shot all of the footage that we needed.    

At first, I was timid about asking for help.  Within a short amount of time, 

however, I became a formidable producer, acquiring help from friends, colleagues, 

undergraduate classes in theatre and film, and the students of Professor Otte’s Video 

Production for Theatre class.  I was overwhelmed by the amount of selflessness and 

generosity that was given to me by my colleagues, and know that this project would be 

but a shadow of itself without their help.   

With so many people and schedules involved in a project, time management was 

of the highest priority.  We agreed on a set scheduled shoot day of Sunday from 9 a.m. to 

2 p.m.  I often arrived as early as 6 a.m. to begin set dressing, wardrobe, and finalization 

of script changes on the cue cards.  It seemed that with each passing week, I absorbed the 

responsibilities of what should have been another crewmember: producer, writer, 

director, actor, production manager, location scout, costume designer, wardrobe assistant, 

accountant, set decorator, props master, music supervisor, and craft services (perhaps the 

one thing that kept my crew from quitting).  Because of all this juggling, I recruited as 

much help as possible.  Additional members of the team include Joel Love, Composer, 

Preston Edmands, Sound Designer and Editor, Abigail Barrientez, Photographer and 

Graphic Designer, Jonathan Shakarisaz, Documentarian, Lola Hylton, Josephine 
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McAdam, and Maur Sophie Sela, Makeup and Hair Stylists, and Suit Model Harrison 

Koiwai (see fig. 6).  These team members helped to establish a higher production value, 

and a more attractive and marketable final product.  With more and more people 

involved, however, having everyone in the same place at the same time, in an 

environment also used by other students not involved in the project, time became 

absolutely precious.  Anything we could do to expedite the filming process had to 

happen. 

Collaboration and communication with Eric helped to ensure that production 

would go as smoothly as possible.   We discussed the tone of the film repeatedly, to make 

sure that we wanted the same things.  We would go through the script line by line, trying 

to anticipate how we wanted it to look and flow.  We had weekly rehearsal sessions to 

review the sets and props that would be utilized, and take the stills that would serve as 

storyboards (see fig. 7).   We communicated via text, google docs, emails, photographs 

and countless meetings so that we would have answers to whatever questions lay ahead.   

Eric and I set up a timetable for post-production work that would have a final 

product ready by April 15 (see figures 8 and 9).  We met weekly to discuss evolving 

design concepts including fonts, presentation and pacing and also to review the edits of 

individual chapters.  Included in this schedule were two weeks of fine tune editing, and 

three weeks of authoring the DVD (submenus, packaging, burning the disc).   
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Outcome 

The project culminated in the premier of an exciting new product to the national 

market: a high quality educational video for the early career sewing professional that 

assembles vital tailoring instruction and technique into one easy to use and understand 

resource.  The popularity of instructional videos has been on the rise in recent years due, 

in part, to their ready availability online. Production value is often quite low, however, as 

the faster a video is produced, the more profitable it becomes.  These videos are often 

produced on a moment’s notice simply to generate traffic to a particular site or 

advertising campaign.  I believe the market for Tailoring for the Visual Learner: The Vest 

will be quite a small niche, but through marketing and promotion, I will reach it.  The 

target market includes apprentices, professional stitchers and recent undergraduates 

looking to improve their skill set, and universities and colleges with costuming programs.  

They are hard working individuals with an appreciation for craftsmanship and attention to 

detail.   

This video will elevate the student to higher levels of construction skills, 

understanding, and technique, as well as foster appreciation for this time-honored craft.  

In addition, it will be an invaluable resource for educators worldwide as supplementary 

course material.  Classic tailoring must be preserved and passed on to future generations 

as a method of creating beautiful, unique garments for stage and screen.  There truly is no 

better way to achieve such excellent fit, style, and quality.  It is my hope that this project 

will help to preserve this beautiful art form, and, instead of just telling, I can show 

students how to master its complexities.    
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Reflection 

This project has been in development for nearly two years, and in that time, it has 

become very dear to me.  Looking back, sometimes it is slightly overwhelming or 

surprising to see this beautiful product that I have created, and as my professor repeatedly 

reminded me, was brought to fruition out of nothing.  Tailoring as a subject matter also 

carries a deep personal connection, as finding the desire to focus in menswear was a 

moment of clarity, validation, and drive early in my graduate studies.   I had come to 

graduate school to become a Master of Fine Art, and I was seeking to be just that, a 

“Master”, and I found my area of expertise in tailoring.   

As a producer, I became fiercely protective of my crew and their work.  I wanted 

them to have nothing but as good of an experience as they could get, since they were 

volunteering one of life’s most precious commodities: time.  One of my primary goals 

throughout the entire process was to make sure that Eric had what he needed when he 

needed it.  Supplies were bought, solutions were found, schedules were written, as he 

needed them, as his contribution to this project cannot be overemphasized, and I didn’t 

want to inhibit his process in any way.  I know that without his help, experience, 

technical knowledge, patience, and sense of humor, this project would only be a shadow 

of what it has become.   

When Eric and I began our collaboration, our goals for the video were much 

higher.  We wanted to create a series of instructional videos that taught processes for the 

vest, trousers, and jacket.  As time quickly slipped through our hands, however, it became 

more and more apparent that in order to have a finished product in the given time, 

reductions must be made.  By fall of 2011, we had reduced to the vest and trousers, and 

as we began to realize the reality of the time consuming natures of both filmmaking and 
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tailoring, we scaled back to just the vest. With the success of this film, and the help of 

additional funding sources, I hope to one day continue the series to include the jacket and 

trousers.  The reality of this dream is that I will never again have access to little to no-

cost equipment, space, and labor, which will cause production costs to skyrocket.   

Despite the elimination of the jacket and trousers, I still have faith in this project 

as a useful educational tool.  When debuting the preview for the video at the United 

States Institute for Theatre Technology conference in Long Beach, California, I received 

a great deal of positive reactions.  I have yet to be contacted by anyone I spoke to (and 

there were so many), but I still think that once the film is published and packaged, it will 

be successful.   

Of course, reducing content was not the only challenge that Eric and I faced in 

this process.  We had crewmembers and collaborators who would consistently be late or 

not show up, one crewmember who spoke very limited English, others who abandoned 

their promised responsibilities without warning, and even personal tragedies.  Schedules 

were revised over and over again to accommodate unexpected setbacks, reshoots, or the 

realization that we just hadn’t thought about a specific detail of the production process.  

We persevered, however, and Eric and I are both very proud of Tailoring for the Visual 

Learner.   
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Figure 1: Screen Shot from Chapter Two: Drafting 

 

 

Figure 2: Screen Shot from Chapter Seven: Interfacing 
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Figure 3: Example of Bird’s Eye View of Drafting Table Shot 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of Over the Shoulder Extreme Close Up Shot 
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Figure 5: Equipment Used on a Common Shoot Day 

 

 

Figure 6: List of Collaborators 

Writer, Director, Host 

Renée Berthelette 

Director of Photography, Chief Editor, 

Production and Lighting Design 

Eric Gazzillo 

Supervising Faculty 

James Glavan 

Charlie Otte 

Makeup and Hair Artists 

Lola Hylton 

Maur Sophie Sela 

Josephine McAdam 

Suit Model 

Harrison Koiwai 

Special Apperance By: 

Susan MacCorkle 
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Documentarian  

Jonathan Shakarisaz 

Additional Tailoring Provided By 

Laura Spears 

Production Assistants 

Stephanie Taff 

Stephanie Busing 

Addie Arnold 

Susan MacCorkle 

Nellie Kurz 

Kathleen Lothringer 

Jonathan Shakarisaz 

Rachel Bennick 

Sweta Vakani 

Olivia Applegate 

Wilberth Gonzalez 

Kaitlyn Aylward 

Christina Yoo 

Alexandra O'Reilley 

Will Taylor 

 

 

Production Sound/Assistant Camera 

Zach Samuels 

He Yiji 

Chris Rangel 

Taylor Washington 

Cory Runyeon 

Payal Patel 

Eric Lara 

Ryan Andrus 

Jordan Kirby 

Dorian Robison 

Graphic Designer/Photographer 

Abby Barrientez 

Sound Designer and Editor 

Preston Edmands 

Composers 

Joel Love 

Ian Baird 

Sponsered in Part By: 

Wawak Tailoring Supply Co. 
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Figure 7: Storyboards 

 
Cut to Renée MS at drafting table  
If you have darts, machine stitch the darts and center back seams before putting the vest 
back and vest back lining together.  I almost always use a 3 ½ stitch length when sewing, 
but I change it when I get near the end of a dart.  
4895 
 
 

 
Picks up vest back, and gestures to dart return stitching  
VOICE OVER NARRATION:  
When I get about a half inch from the end of the dart, I lower my stitch length to 1, and 
trail off the edge.  
4891 
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Figure 8: Production Calendar     

Pre-Production Prep 8/25-9/3     

September 4 

Testing, etc.           

Taking Measurements  

September 11        

Drafting   

September 18        

Common Alterations  

September 25 

Fabric Preparation (Possible 2 day shoot) 

October 2        

Flatlining by hand/machine  

Taping the Vest Front       

October 9        

Single Welt Pocket  

October 16        

Trouser Front Pockets  

October 23       

Double Welt Pockets  

October 30   

Catch up Day 

Any Remaining Pocketing       
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November 6 

Inserting a zipper  

November 13       

Waistband  

November 20       

Catch up Day  

November 26       

Thanksgiving Break—Practice Buttonholes   

December 4       

Buttonholes  

Buttonholer, Manual,  and Handbound       

 

Figure 9: Editing Calendar 

By the end of Fall Semester 2011: 

• All rough cuts completed and approved by Charlie Otte and Jim Glavan 

• All voice over narration recorded 

• Shoot for reservation of Win 2.180 on Dec. 12 or 13 

 

By the end of Winter Break: 

• Renée reviews rough cuts, makes notes on individual episodes for Eric.  

• Music selection finalized and rights obtained 

• Lists of materials for each episode prepared and timing decided 

• Find graphic artist to assist with animations 

• Eric will have all images scanned and in proper PDF format 
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• Eric and Renée will research fonts to have conversation at the beginning 

of the semester 

• Continue thesis diary 

 

Spring Semester Schedule: 

Week 1 Jan 15 

• Eric and Renée meet, discuss fonts, images, lists, and generally go over 

episodes. Review graphics and artwork research.  Meet with graphic artist 

and sound editor?  

Week 2 Jan 22 

• Eric edits Episodes 1 and 2. Review and give notes.  

• Renée begins thesis writing: Introduction. 

Week 3 Jan 29 

• Eric edits Episodes 3 and 4.  Review and give notes.  

• Introduction writing complete.  

Week 4 Feb 5 

• Eric edits Episodes 5 and 6. Review and give notes.  

• Renée begins thesis writing: Methodology. 

Week 5 Feb 12 

• Fine tune editing. Episodes 1-6 finished.  

• Methodology writing complete.  

Week 6 Feb 19 

• Eric edits Episodes 7 and 8. Review and give notes.  

• Renée assembles images and stills for thesis paperwork.  (Need some 

shots of Eric in the editing lab.)  
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Week 7 Feb 26 

• Eric edits Episodes 9 and 10. Review and give notes.  

• Renée edits photos and stills in Adobe Photoshop, gets them in proper 

format.  Images complete.  

Week 8 Mar 4 

• Eric edits Episode 11 and Introduction. Review and give notes.  

• Renée begins thesis writing: Reflection 

Week 9 Mar 11 

• SPRING BREAK!!!!  

• Apply for Graduate Degree if you have not already done so.   

• Fine Tune Editing. Episodes 7-11 and Introduction complete.  

• Renée continues thesis writing: Reflection 

Week 10 Mar 18 

• Editing Buffer Week. Finish any remaining edits. All sound properly 

synced.   

• Last Day to Apply for Graduate Degree = March 22 

• All thesis writing complete, submitted to Jim and Charlie for 

review/approval.  

Week 11 Mar 25 

• DVD Submenu and Formatting 

• Make any necessary changes to thesis writing.  

• Renée goes to USITT.  Long Beach!!!  

Week 12 Apr 1 

• DVD packaging/screen shot 

• All thesis writing complete.  
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Week 13 Apr 8 

• Author the DVD, Burn the Discs  

• Also, file your taxes if you have not done so already.  

Week 14 Apr 15 

• Buffer week!!!  

Thesis Defense! Friday April 20th, 4 p.m. 
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Appendix A: Sample Shot List 

Tailoring for the Visual Learner 

10/30/11—Shot List 

 

Drafting Table 

1. Introduction 1.1 Renee at drafting table 

a. Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner. It is my hope to help you 

through some of the more challenging and confusing steps in creating a 

bespoke vest and trousers. 

2. Introduction 1.1b—looking at a bespoke garment up close 

a. A bespoke garment is one that is custom made for an individual client, 

with a great deal of hand-work involved in its construction. 

3. Introduction 1.1c Master Shot? 

a. Over the course of these videos, we will explore how to take 

measurements, draft patterns, assess alterations, and construct a bespoke 

tailored garment. 

4. Introduction 1.1d gesture to dress form 

a. These videos are not a complete guide to everything you need to know 

about tailoring; they are a visual guide to supplement other tailoring 

resources.  To help you along the construction process, I recommend two 

excellent books: 

5. Introduction 1.1e pulls out books 

a. Classic Tailoring Techniques by Roberto Cabrera and Patricia Meyers, 

and Tailoring Suits the Professional Way by Clarence Poulin. 
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6. Introduction 1.1f ECU Cabrera cover page and cross fade page 73, cross fade 

Poulin cover and pages 154/155. 

a. The Cabrera/Meyers book has excellent line drawings, while Poulin’s 

book has some of the best drafts and verbal explanations available in print.  

Both were and are indispensible references in my tailoring projects. 

7. Introduction 1.1g Master Shot 

a. Today, we are going to talk about the first and most important step to 

creating a bespoke garment: taking accurate measurements.  Correct 

measurements will result in your garment having fewer fit issues, and 

fewer alterations. You’ll need a few things with you in the fitting room: 

8. Introduction 1.1h Close Up on Objects on Table 

a. You’ll need a few things with you in the fitting room: a measuring tape, 

some pins, a pencil and piece of tape, a ruler, a length of twill tape to tie 

around the waist, your tailor’s square, and a way of recording all these 

measurements. 

9. Introduction 1.1i Master Shot 

a. Things move a lot faster if you have a friend willing to write them down 

for you.  We’ve got everything we need now, so let’s go meet the model! 

10.  Chapter 2 Drafting: ECU of Tailor’s Square 

a. Say you need 1/3 of chest scale 18, just go to the thirds section, and find 

eighteen.  No math required. 

11.  Ch 6.10 OTS Cross Stitching the Welt  

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: Once you have the exact shape of your 

pattern piece, cross stitch or whip stitch the three sides in place, making 

sure that your stitches are not visible on the outside.   
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12. Close up detail (pan?) shot of wool, showing the stripes.  

13. Chapter 2.5 Bird’s Eye Reshoot of Drafting the Vest Pattern 

a. Two Angles?  

b. Save for Afternoon Shoot 

 

Sewing Machine 

14.  6.15 Sewing the Pocketing and Welt in Place 

a. Fade to OTS CU machine sewing  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: sew in place by machine.  Do not back 

stitch on the ends, but make sure you get to the exact end points that are 

marked and leave your threads long.   

15.  6.16 Pulling Threads through to the Wrong Side 

a. Fade to ECU pulling threads through to tie knots 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: Instead, pull the threads through to the 

wrong side, and tie a few knots.   

16. 6.17 Cutting the Welt Open 

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: Pin your pocketing and welt safely out of 

harm’s way, and cut through the line that is between your stitching lines.  

Be very careful at the ends, if you cut too short, the pocket will pucker, 

and if you cut too far, you will have a hole in your garment.  The clips 

should end one stitch length from the corners. .  Reach through the 

opening and pull the welt and pocket to the wrong side.  

 

Ironing Table 

17. 5.11 Ironing the Twill Tape  
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a. Cut to CU of hand swishing twill  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: Thoroughly soak the twill tape in cool 

water.  Next, protect your ironing surface with a cloth, and iron the tape 

Cut to high angle of ironing board—ironing the twill tape 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: to shrink the cotton.  If there is dye coming 

out, repeat the process until the tape presses clean.  You don’t want any 

dye coming off on your fashion fabrics!  

18. 6.5a CU of Welt Fabric Before Interfacing 

19. 6.5b CU of Welt Fabric After Interfacing 

20. 6.8b Alternate View of Pressing Down the Corners of the Welt 

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: Miter the corners of the welt by ironing the 

top corners towards the center.  Then press the sides and top down towards 

the center.  Use your threadmarking to make sure you have the exact 

shape.  If your corners are being stubborn,  

21. 6.9b Inset of ECU welt with needle and thread 

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: take a small bite with a needle and thread 

and gently pull on both ends of the thread.   

22. 6.18 Pressing the seams of the pocket after cutting it open  

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: Press open the seam that attaches the welt 

to the vest, and press the triangles flat against the welt.   

23.  6.19 a Basting the top of the pocket closed 

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: Baste the top of the pocket in place with a 

whip stitch or cross stitch 

24.  6.19b  ECU Then securely tack the inside edges 
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a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: then securely tack the pocket ends with a 

whipstitch.  Now you are ready to close up your pockets with a machine 

stitch.     

25. 6.20 OTS CU machine stitching the pocketing closed  

a. VOICE OVER NARRATION: It’s not important if your pocket stitching 

lines don’t match up exactly; just make sure they lay flat together.  Using 

a small stitch length, go around the pocket stitching line twice, for added 

strength.  Then go ahead and  

b. 6.21 Fade to CU pinking the seam allowance  

pink or trim your seam allowances to about ¼”.   
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Appendix B: List of Expenditures  

Tailoring Supplies  

Wool 162.73  

 Wigan 8.82 

 Thread 7.76 

 Lining  PAID FOR BY WAWAK 

 Twill Tape PAID FOR BY WAWAK 

 Zipper PAID FOR BY WAWAK 

 Buttons PAID FOR BY WAWAK 

 TOTAL:  179.31 

   

Wardrobe  

Hairspray 22.26 

 Smoothing Spray 25.74  

 Makeup Wipes 9.96  

 Bobby Pins 3.21  

 Jacket, 2 Tops, Skirt, Shoes 162.73  

 Foundation Garment  36.74  

 Makeup Artist 270  

 TOTAL: 709.95 

   

Production  

Mat  19.99 

 Posterboard 25.62  
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 Sharpie Markers 3.99  

 Hard Drive and Tapes 195.91  

 TOTAL: 245.51 

   

Craft Services  

Assorted Snacks 21.32 

 Assorted Snacks 11.16 

 Assorted Snacks 5.25  

 Assorted Snacks 7.79  

 Assorted Snacks 9.59  

 TOTAL: 55.11 

 Grand Total: 1,065.68 
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Appendix C: Budget Proposal for Continuation of Project  

Funding sources have not yet been obtained, excepting the items that I have 

purchased for the self-produced parent project, which could be reused.  Additional 

funding was obtained for the parent project through Wawak Tailoring Supplies, and this 

relationship has the possibility of being renewed.  This would eliminate a portion of the 

props budget.  I would also seek out funding as an independent filmmaker, and utilize 

fundraising websites such as www.kickstarter.com.  Some numbers are based on the 

expenses of the parent project.   

Equipment: 

• Hard drives and tapes………………………………………………$195.91 

• Camera, Light and Sound Equipment will be borrowed from the 

University of Texas at Austin 

o Altman Light Kit 

o Panasonic AG HVX200 Camera 

o Canon Vivia HF S21 Camera 

o Bogen Manfrotto Tripod 

• Gaff tape………………………………...…………………………...$14.00 

• Lens Cleaner………………………………………………………….$5.00 

       TOTAL: $214.91 

Labor: 

These numbers are low due to a basis on the availability of student, rather than 

professional labor.  

• Makeup and Hair Artist $25/day X 40…………………………...$1,000.00 

 2  hours 
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• Director of Photography $80/day X 40………………………….$3,200.00 

 8 hours 

• Talent $80/day X 40………………………………………..……$3,200.00 

 10 hours 

• Production Sound Mixer $50/day X 40………………………….$2,000.00 

 8 hours 

• Production Assistant $50/day X 40……………………...……….$2,000.00 

 8 hours 

• Script Supervisor $30/day X 40…………………………….……$1,200.00 

 6 hours 

• Graphic Artist………………………………………………………$200.00 

• Sound Editor……………………………………...……………..…$300.00 

  TOTAL: $13,100.00 

Props: 

• Poster board for cue cards………………………………………...…$60.00 

• Box of black Sharpie markers……………………………………….$10.00 

• 8 yards of Wool at approximately $30/yard………...………..……$240.00 

• 2 yards medium weight hymo……………………………….…...….$19.90 

• 2 yards hair cloth…………………………………………………….$25.90 

• 1 yard French collar canvas…………………………………......…..$19.90 

• 2 yards chest felt non-woven……………………………………...….$8.50 

• 1 yard at 37” wide undercollar felt……………………………….…$11.99 

• 1 yard black Silesia pocketing………………………………...……...$6.25 

• 2 yards striped sleeve lining……………………….………………...$12.50 

• 1 yard wigan cuff interfacing………………………………...…….…$2.95 
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• 2 yards waistbanding………………………………………………….$4.50 

• 3 No. 30 Buttons……………………………………..………….……$1.95 

• 7 No. 24 Buttons………………………………………..…………….$1.70 

• 4 1” Men’s straight cut shoulder pads………………………….……..$6.00 

• 2 pairs 14” sleeve heads……………….………………………..…….$1.58 

• 3 9” nickel pant zippers…………………………………...…………..$1.38 

• 5 yards lining…………………………………………….....………..$25.25 

• 1 roll (36 yards) ¼” black twill tape……………………………….....$3.95 

• 3 4-part trouser closures…………………………………..…………..$3.57 

• 3 spools of thread to match wool……………………………..………$2.97 

• 1 spool medium blue thread for thread marking…….……………..…$0.99 

• 3 spools white thread for visual demonstrations…….………………..$2.97 

       TOTAL: $474.70 

Location: 

The location is negotiable.  There is also the possibility of simply renting a studio 

apartment in town for two months and bringing all the necessary sewing equipment, set 

pieces, and set dressing to that location.  This would likely cost approximately the same 

amount of money.   If funded, I will seek out alternatives to bringing this number down.   

 

• Stitching Studio rental space…40 days at $75/day…………...….$3,000.00 

Wardrobe/Hair/Makeup: 

• Makeup Wipes………………..…………………………………..…$10.00 

• Q-tips………………...………………………………………….……$5.00 

• High Definition Makeup…$136.96……………...……..Already Purchased 

• Wardrobe (Skirt, Shoes, Top, Jacket)…$492.54….……Already Purchased 
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• Hairspray…$22.00………………………………….….Already Purchased 

• Bobby Pins…$3.00…………………………………..…Already Purchased 

• Dry Cleaning…$13.25 X 8………………………………………...$106.00 

       TOTAL: $121.00 

           GRAND TOTAL: $16,686.71 
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Appendix D: Full Script 

Tailoring for the Visual Learner: The Vest 

 

Written, Directed, and Hosted By: Renée Berthelette  

Introduction: 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

Chapter One: Taking Measurements 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner. It is my hope to help you through 

some of the more challenging and confusing steps in creating a bespoke vest and 

trousers.  A bespoke garment is one that is custom made for an individual client, 

with a great deal of handwork involved in its construction.  Over the course of 

these videos, we will explore how to take measurements, draft patterns, assess 

alterations, and construct a bespoke tailored garment.   

These videos are not a complete guide to everything you need to know about 

tailoring; they are a visual guide to supplement other tailoring resources.  To help 

you along the construction process, I recommend two excellent books: 

 

Fade to ECU Cabrera cover page and cross fade page 73, cross fade Poulin cover and 

pages 154/155.  

 

 Classic Tailoring Techniques by Roberto Cabrera and Patricia Meyers, and 

Tailoring Suits the Professional Way by Clarence Poulin.  The Cabrera/Meyers 
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book has excellent line drawings, while Poulin’s book has some of the best drafts 

and verbal explanations available in print.  Both are indispensible references in 

my tailoring projects.   

 

Fade back to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table.  

 

Today, we are going to talk about the first and most important step to creating a 

bespoke garment: taking accurate measurements.  

 

 

Correct measurements will result in your garment having less fit issues, and less 

alterations.  

 

Graphic: Each measurement should pop up in text when mentioned as a bulleted list.  

 

For the vest, we will be going over the following measurements: Chest, Waist, 

High Hip, Low Hip, Front Width, Center Front to Waist, Armscye, Shoulder 

Width Front, Sleeve Length, Shoulder Length, Vest Opening, Vest Length Front, 

Nape to Waist, Vest Length Back, Back Width, and Shoulder Width Back 

 

Hand at apron.  

 

You’ll need a few things with you in the fitting room: a measuring tape, some 

safety pins, a pencil and piece of tape, a length of twill to tie around the waist, and 

a place to record all your notes.  Things move a lot faster if you have a friend 
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willing to take notes for you.  We’ve got everything we need now, so let’s go 

meet the model! 

 

Renée puts on apron. Walks off camera. 

LS of Renée and Harrison in fitting room. 

Perhaps there is a second camera with a low angle.  

 

I’m here with my suit model Harrison Kowai. (Harrison waves at the camera) 

Harrison studies fashion design at the University of Texas at Austin (hook ‘em), 

and has created a rendering  

 

Fade to ECU scrolling shot of rendering.  

 

of what he would like his vest and trousers to look like in the end, giving me a 

clear set of goals and expectations for fit and style.   

 

Cut to quick cuts MS of Harrison emptying pockets, straightening tie, Renée taking 

notes, emphasizing proper fitting room attire for the model.   

VOICE OVER NARRATION w/ Music in background: 

 

Make sure your model is wearing light, loosely fitted clothing, and has nothing in 

his pockets.  You don’t want a wallet or keys adding bulk to your measurements.  

Take note of their height and weight, and maybe snap a few photos of front, back, 

and side views for future reference.   
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Cut to LS Renée and Harrison in fitting room 

VOICE OVER NARRATION w/ Music in background: 

 

Start by tying your twill tape around your model’s natural waistline.  If you can’t 

tell where his waist is, ask him to bend to one side with his hands on his waist, or 

point to his belly button.   

 

Cut to MCU of Harrison doing these actions.   

 

Once your model is ready, start with the chest measurement. This is the most 

important measurement for a vest, and must be taken very accurately.  Make sure 

the tape goes over the fullest part of the chest and shoulder blades and stays 

parallel to the floor. 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Chest: This is the most important measurement for a vest, and must be taken very 

accurately.  Make sure the tape goes over the fullest part of the front and shoulder 

blades.  Don’t pull it too tightly.  

Waist: Measure loosely around the tape that you have placed.  Also measure at 

the height you would like the pants to sit, as deemed by the style and design.  

Make note of how far this measurement is from the natural waist.  

High Hip: Measure the circumference of the body over the hip bones. 

Hip: Measure loosely around the fullest part of the seat.  This is best determined 

by looking at the model from the side. Indicate how far the fullest part is from the 

natural waist.  
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Front Width: Also known as chest width, or crease to crease, this is a front 

measurement over the fullest part of the chest from armscye to armscye.  

Center Front to Waist: Start at the small indentation at the base of the neck and 

measure straight down to the waist tape.  

Armscye: Measure loosely around the hinge of the arm.   

Shoulder Width Front: Measure from shoulder bone to shoulder bone making sure 

the tape goes over the base of the neck.  

Sleeve length: Start at the nape of the neck. To find the nape of the neck, have 

your model tilt his head forward.  Work your way over the shoulder bone, have 

your model bend his elbow, and measure to the indentation just past the wrist 

bone.   

Shoulder length: also known as the short shoulder, this is helpful in determining 

how wide you want the shoulder seams to be stylistically.  Measure from the base 

of the neck to the shoulder bone.   

 

Vest opening: This is also a style line.  Measure from the nape of the neck, over 

the shoulder, to the point at center front where you would like the opening of the 

vest to start. You can think of this as “How much tie do you want to see?”  

Vest length front: Continue the vest opening measurement straight down to the 

longest part of the vest.   

Nape to waist: Start at the nape of the neck and measure to the waist tape.  

Vest length back: Continue the nape to waist measurement to where you would 

like the vest back to end. 

Back width: Measure from armscye to armscye over the fullest part of the 

shoulder blades.  
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Shoulder width back: Measure shoulder bone to shoulder bone running the tape 

over the nape of the neck.  

 

LS of Renée and Harrison looking over the rendering. 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

When you’re all done, make sure to discuss any remaining details, such as the size 

and number of buttons desired and whether the back of the vest is fitted with darts 

or a belt..  

 

Renée to Harrison 

Harrison, thank you so much for coming in, we’ll see you in a few weeks after we 

have your suit drafted and in muslin.  

 

*Thanks* 

 

Chapter Two: Drafting 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table.  Male Dress Form nearby to gesture to. 

 

Hi, I’m Renée Berthelette. Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner.  Today, 

we are going to talk about drafting.  

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

Holds up Tailor’s Square. 
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Drafting a pattern from a series of measurements is a precise task that can be 

overwhelming to the beginner.  It’s very similar to the drafting that engineers and 

architects are familiar with.  In the blog, English Cut, Thomas Mahon says  

“When you are taught this for the first time, you feel as if you’re studying nuclear 

physics, rather than pattern drafting.” 

 

Fade back to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table.  

 

So don’t get too frustrated if you don’t get it right the first time.  It will never fit 

perfectly until you have a chance to fit it in three dimensions.   

To get started, you need a sharp pencil, a tailor’s square, a vary form ruler, a clear 

plastic ruler, some heavy craft paper, the draft instructions, and the measurements 

of your model.  

 

Fade to scrolling ECU of the varied drafts highlighting their differences.   

 

Some drafts build a sleeker, more fitted and curvy garment, while others can be 

slightly boxy.  You have to experiment and choose which draft is best for the 

shape of your model.  

 

Fade back to Eye Level MS—Renée behind drafting table.  

 

I have chosen to work from the Poulin vest draft, as it has truly stood the test of 

time.   

Before we get started, though, let’s go over a couple rules.    
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One frequent mistake is misinterpreting the term “chest scale.”  Chest scale is 

equal to one half of the chest measurement, since you only draft for one half of 

the body, from center front to center back.   

The tailor’s square will help you to find additional fractions of the chest 

measurement by doing the math for you.    

 

Cut to ECU tailor’s square. 

 

If the directions ask for 1/3 of chest scale 18, just go to the thirds section on the 

long arm of the square, and find eighteen.  From eighteen to the corner is your 

measurement, no math required.  

 

Cut to Eye Level MS—Renée behind drafting table.  

 

So, let’s get started then.  Remember to make long lines and beautiful curves! 

 

Cut to Bird’s Eye View of Drafting Table.  The action will be sped up with freeze 

frames and animated arrows or circles to emphasize certain trouble spots.   

VOICE OVER NARRATION AT PAUSED MOMENTS: 

  

Be sure to create right angles wherever your seams intersect, otherwise you  

will end up with a point or indent at their intersection. 

The armscye should look like a lopsided, lazy U.  When you’re done with the 

draft, double-check this curve at the shoulder seam to make sure the curve is 

continuous through the seam.   
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The number and shape of the pockets are style choices.  Increase the angle for a 

more stylized look.   

The bottom of the vest is also a style line, but the length at the side seam should 

be enough to cover the waistband of the trousers.   

In drafts created prior to the 1970s, ¼” of seam allowance is included on all 

edges.   Remove this seam allowance for an accurate fit, and you will add an 

appropriate amount of seam allowance when you cut.  

 

NEW SECTION OF HAND GESTURES: 

 

There are a few points on the draft that might get confusing.  For instance, Poulin 

leaves out the instruction to finish the center back seam by continuing straight 

down from A.  Don’t leave out this line. 

 

The back darts are a little arbitrary, if you like, you can just threadmark their 

placement, and pinch them out in the fitting.   

Poulin gives no instructions for point 18, but a good place is ⅜” down and a 

quarter inch to the left of where it crosses line 6-H. 

 

NEW SECTION OF TRACING ONTO A SECOND PIECE OF PAPER 

 

Trace your pattern onto a new sheet of craft paper to maintain your master 

pattern.  This will help you to keep track of changes after fittings.  Remember to 

trace on the new line you created when removing your seam allowance.   
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Cut back to Eye Level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

Before you cut out your patterns, make sure that you indicate where the straight of 

grain is, so that you know how to lay them on the fabric.  Usually, the straight of 

grain follows one of the  

 

Cut to Bird’s Eye View or CU of drawing 

 

original vertical lines of the draft.  This line will be parallel to the selvage, or long 

finished edge, of the fabric.   

 

Cut to Eye Level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

The next step is to get these cut out of muslin, and sewn together for the first 

fitting.   

 

Chapter Three: Belts and Darts 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table, with two dress forms nearby, with backs 

turned to camera.  One has a belt, the other has darts.  A vest back is on the table.  

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette.  Today, 

we’ll be talking about how you choose to fit the back of the vest.  There are two 

common ways to finish the back. 

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 
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Cut to MCU of Renée gesturing to dress forms 

 

 For a sleeker, more fitted garment, you can put darts on either side of the center 

back.  For a vest that is more adjustable over time, you can make a belt.   

 

Cut to Renée MS at drafting table 

 

If you have darts, machine stitch the darts and center back seams before putting 

the vest back and vest back lining together.  I almost always use a 3 ½ stitch 

length when sewing, but I change it when I get near the end of a dart.   

 

Picks up vest back, and gestures to dart return stitching 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

When I get about a half inch from the end of the dart, I shorten my stitch length to 

1, and trail off the edge.   

 

Cut to Renée at drafting table 

 

I never backstitch here, because it will only create bulk.  Instead, I tie off my 

threads.  Press your dart returns toward center back.  If you choose to use a belt, 

we’ll need to make a simple pattern.   

 

Downward CU of belt pattern with appropriate hand gestures.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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Your belt pattern should be about ¼ of your waist measurements, plus 2” for the 

overlap.  At the side seam, the belt should be about 1” wide, and then taper to 

about 5/8”.  You can round the ends, or keep it square.  

 

Cut to slightly downward angle of Renée at drafting table, so you can see her place the 

pattern piece on the fabric.  

Renée takes out fabric and places the belt pattern piece on top of it; seam allowances 

are already drawn.   

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Cut your belt pieces on the fold, with the straight of grain running down the fold 

line.  Add 1” of seam allowance at the side seam, and ½” seam allowance on the 

other sides.  We’ll trim it down later. 

 

Renée pulls out two vest belts, one partially sewn, the other completely sewn.  

Cut to MS Renée at drafting table 

 

Go ahead and stitch each piece lengthwise, and press the seams open.  On one belt 

half, stitch across the narrow end, and then turn both belts right side out.   

 

Renée takes out pressed belt. Close up on back of belt piece.  
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Press the seam to the back side of the belt.  At the narrow end of the open belt, 

attach a vest buckle with a hand backstitch.  You could also attach a 3/8” belt loop 

1” away from the buckle. 

 

Roll the seam to the inside of the belt. At the narrow end of the open belt, attach a 

vest buckle with a hand backstitch.  You could also attach a 3/8” belt loop 1” 

away from the buckle. 

 

Cut to MS Renée at drafting table, she takes out finished vest back with belt.   

 

To finish off the belt, close it at center back at the natural waist.  Baste in place 

and then topstitch a few inches in from the side seam.   

Now that we’ve gone over the different construction methods of belts and darts, 

you’ll be able to go into that first fitting with a variety of ways to solve fit issues.  

See you in the fitting room!  

 

Chapter Four: Common Alterations 

Eye level MS—Renée and Harrison in fitting room, vest draped over arm 

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette, and this is 

my model Harrison Koiwai.  Today, we’re going to look at some alteration issues 

that might come up in your first muslin fitting.  

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

Renée puts muslin vest on Harrison.  
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There are several areas that we are going to look at as alteration points: the side 

seam, the shoulder seam, and the back darts, as well as the style lines.   

 

Turns to adjust vest on Harrison.  

 

The tension lines that you see at the neck of the vest are called drag lines and you 

can usually follow those lines to see where an alteration needs to take place.  

 

Tries to close the vest.  

 

As you can see, this vest already has a fit issue, in that we cannot close the center 

front of the garment.  One of the most important things to keep in mind is to keep 

the center front and center back lines where they belong.  In order to get the front 

to close, we’ll need to open the side seams.  

 

Opens side seams 

 

First, let’s close up the center front.  

 

Cut to MCU pinning the vest closed.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

  

Place the left side of the vest over the right and pin the center front lines together, 

keeping your pins vertical.  
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Cut to shot of Harrison and Renée 

 

Now, I’ll pin the side seams together, with the fronts folded over the backs.   

 

Cut to MCU pinning the side seams.  

 

Footage of truing up the center front lines on the flat 

 

When your center front line changes, you’ll mark your pins on the right side of 

the vest.  Connect these points with a straight line.  Your new CF line will be 

balanced between these two lines, and becomes the new straight of grain line.   

 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

  

Fold the vest front over the vest back seam allowance.  Smooth out any drag lines 

and allow the fabric to lie smoothly.   Let the fabric tell you where it needs to go.   

 

Cut to shot of Harrison and Renée 

 

Next, we’ll deal with the tension at the shoulder seams.  

 

Cut to MCU opening and pinning the shoulder seams.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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When cutting fabric near your model’s skin, it’s good practice to hold your 

scissors quietly rather than brandishing them like a small weapon.  Open the 

shoulder seam, rearrange the fabric, and lay the back seam allowance over the 

front.  Clip into the neck seam allowance if there is still tension.   

 

Cut to shot of Harrison and Renée 

 

Now we can look at the back of the vest and make some design choices.  

 

Harrison turns around.  

 

Depending on how fitted you would like the vest to be, you can finish the back 

with either a belt or darts.   

 

Cut to CU of pinching darts.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

To make a dart, pinch the excess fabric on either side of the vest.  Try to stay 

equidistant from center back, and don’t bring your dart any higher than the 

armscye.  

If you are fitting with a belt, pin it on 3” from the side seams at the waist, this is 

where they will be secured later.  Then pin the pieces together at center back.   

 

Cut to shot of Harrison and Renée 
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Now that the vest fits properly, we can reevaluate the style lines.  Personally, I 

think that this vest opening is quite modest, and I prefer to see a bit more tie.  I’ll 

mark my new opening with a water-soluble marker.  

 

Cut to CU of marking 

Cut to Renée and Harrison.  

 

I also think that these points at the hem are set too close together, and are not 

quite the right shape.  I’ll adjust those as well.  

 

Cut to CU of marking.  

Cut to Renée and Harrison.  

 

Don’t forget to look at the pocket placement and armscyes in case you want to 

change those, too.   

 

Footage of transferring marked muslin to pattern.  

 

Now that the style lines are adjusted, let’s talk about how to get these new marks 

to your patterns.  This process is called truing.  This happens after your model has 

left the fitting room, of course, but here’s a quick demonstration to get you 

started: 

 

Now that the style lines are adjusted, let’s talk about how to get these new marks 

to your patterns.  This process is called truing.  This happens after your model has 
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left the fitting room, of course, but here’s a quick demonstration to get you 

started: 

 

Cut to CU of Renée marking vest.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Use your water soluble marker to mark both sides of each pin.  Double-check that 

all pins are marked on each pattern piece before removing them.  Once you’ve 

ironed the vest pieces flat again, use these points to even the seams out from side 

to side and front to back.  Once again, remember to keep long lines and beautiful 

curves.   

 

Cut to Renée and Harrison.  

 

Use these new lines to adjust your original patterns, or simply create new ones.  

Take your time with this step.  If you’re nervous about your alterations, go ahead 

and make a second muslin to check your work.  Next, we’re on to one of my 

favorite subjects in tailoring: shrinking the wool!  

 

Harrison, we’ll see you again when the vest is complete! Thanks so much for 

coming! 

 

*Thanks* 

 

Chapter Five: Fabric Preparation 
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Eye Level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette.  Today, 

we’re going to talk about fabric preparation.  

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

 

 You’ve already made the necessary adjustments to your patterns, and now you’re 

ready to work with the fabric.  Your first suit should be made out of 100% wool 

that is somewhat spongy to the touch. You want something that is woolen rather 

than worsted.  Here, I’ve got some fabric samples to help you see the difference…  

 

Fade to ECU cross fading to different types of wool.   

 

In a woolen fabric, the fibers of yarn maintain their original crimped texture. 

These wools tend to be more pliable than worsted fabrics, in which the fibers have 

been combed straight.   

 

Fade to Eye Level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

Having 100% wool will also ensure that you can hide some tiny imperfections 

that might happen in the course of construction.  100% wool means that this stuff 

is going to shrink with heat and steam, two of your best friends in creating a 

beautiful suit.  So how can you tell it’s 100%?  Easy.  Do a burn test.   
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Cut to CU of burn test 

 

Always get a swatch, and burn a small section of it.  The flame should self 

extinguish and smell like burning hair.  Wool doesn’t catch fire; it only singes.  

Most importantly, the ashes of the fiber should be soft, dull, and slightly feathery. 

 

Cut to Eye Level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

Before any cutting happens, we have to prepare the fabric and get all the 

shrinkage out.  For this process, you’ll need a long strip of muslin, or a few 

thoroughly washed white bed sheets, a shower curtain or trash bags, and a large 

plastic garment bag.   

 

You’ll need to get the muslin thoroughly damp before wrapping up the wool.  I’ve 

already prepared mine by running it through the washing machine rinse cycle.   

This process is a whole lot easier if you have a willing friend to help you out.    

 

Drags Susan on camera.  

 

Susan here will be helping me manage all these yards of wool.   

 

Cut to Eye Level angled MS drafting table sped up motion, slowed down to real time t 

appropriate voice over moments.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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Lay the plastic on the table to protect it from moisture.  

Then, lay the damp cotton out flat, smoothing out any wrinkles.  

Place your wool in the center of the muslin strip, making sure that it is folded in 

half only once.   

Lay it out nice and smooth, and tuck the corners of the cotton over the sides, 

wrapping it like a present.   Turn the wool over on itself, being careful to avoid 

any creases or folds.  Have the spray bottle of water nearby in case areas of the 

fabric start to dry out.   

Once you have the wool in a bundle, put it in the garment bag, where it should sit 

for at least 8, but no more than 24 hours.   

 

Cut to Eye Level MS—Renée at ironing board. 

Opens garment bag.  

 

After 24 hours, the wool should be pretty damp and smelly.  The next step is to 

iron the fabric out.  Get yourself a cardboard tube to roll your fabric onto, since 

we are going to get it ironed beautifully, and we want it to stay that way.  

 

Cut to High Angle View of Ironing Board. Start out in real time.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Start by laying your fabric on the table with the wrong side up, and press the  

first foot or so of the wool very slowly.  Make sure the fabric is squared with the 

table by either pulling a thread or tearing to find the crossgrain. 
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Lay the tube over the cut edge of the fabric, roll and tuck the edge under the tube 

to prevent it from going anywhere.   

Press the fabric with a dry iron, without steam, using only up and down and left 

and right movements.  You don’t want to stretch the wool in any way.   

 

Film starts to slowly speed up, with fast forward sound effect 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Keep ironing, making sure to get all the shrinkage out of the wool.  Remember, 

taking your time in this step means that the fabric won’t unexpectedly shrink up 

on you during the construction process.  

 

Film slows to real time, then cuts to MS –Renée at ironing board 

 

When you finish ironing, tie the ends and the middle with some muslin strips so 

all this hard work isn’t in vain.  Finally! We’re ready to start working with wool.   

 

Chapter Six: Cutting the Fabric 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette.  Today, we 

are going to cut our pattern pieces out of fabric.   

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 
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This chapter will be useful to reference when cutting either your muslin or wool, 

but for demonstration purposes, I’ll be working in wool.   

 

There are four types of fabric you’ll need for a vest: 

 

Cut to CU of the varied fabrics 

 

 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

 ¾ yard of wool 

 ¾ yard of lining 

 ¾ yard of wigan or the interfacing of your choice 

¾ yard of Silesia or pocketing.  The Silesia will be used in the lining and 

the pocketing.   

 

Hand gestures towards Silesia vest front lining on vest prop.  

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table putting fabrics on shelf 

 

At this point, your patterns should all be cut out and double, triple… ok, seven 

times checked.  Measure seven times and cut once.  

 

Pulls out vest patterns from shelves. 

Cut to Downward High Angle of patterns, maneuvering patterns with V/O 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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Make sure that your seams are the same length from side to side and front to back.  

The armscye should curve gracefully at both intersections, and no intersection 

comes to a point or divot.   

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table, putting patterns on shelf, begins to 

roll out the wool.  

 

Before we lay out the fabric, let’s go over some useful vocabulary 

 

Cut to shot of wool, with hand gestures to V/O 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

The selvage is the long, narrow woven edge of the fabric that prevents unraveling. 

The warp threads run parallel to the selvage.  These threads are also referred to as 

the straight of grain.  

The weft threads are perpendicular with and interlaced to the warp.  These threads 

are also referred to as the cross grain. 

The bias is any angle from the selvage edge, while the true bias is an exact 45 

degree angle from the selvage.  

  

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 
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As you work with woven fabrics, you might notice that they are slightly off-grain 

when you purchase them. This means that the warp and weft are not perpendicular 

to each other.  Before cutting, we need to make sure that our fabric is on grain. 

First, you need a straight cross grain.   

Pulls out wool sample.  

Some wools tear easily and beautifully if you just snip through the selvage.  

 

Snip. Tear.  

 

This give you a clean crosswise grain.  My brown wool does not, so we’ll have to 

pull a thread.  

 

Cut to ECU thread pulling. 

VOICE OVER NARRATION 

 

Snip through the selvage and find one crosswise thread.  Pull it as if you were 

gathering the fabric until you reach the opposite selvage.  If the fabric is loosely 

woven, you might be able to pull the thread out completely.  If it is tightly woven, 

you’ll need to pull the thread a few inches at a time.   

The missing thread will give you a perfect cut line.  

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Next, check to see that your edges are square.  
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Pulls out tailor’s square 

Cut to Downward High Angle of fabric, checking the edge.  

Renée lines up tailor’s square with edge.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Line up your tailoring square with the corner of the fabric.  If the fabric is not 

squared, pull the fabric on the true bias, in the direction that it needs to be 

straightened.  Pull firmly until the corners form right angles, and then continue 

pulling through the length of the fabric.  

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

If your selvage is causing difficulties in keeping your fabric on-grain and lying 

flat on the table, you can clip into the selvage at 6” intervals to help relax the 

tension. 

 

Cut to ECU clipping selvage 

 

into the selvage edge to loosen up the fibers a bit.   

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

By this point, I’m sure your wondering if we are ever actually going to cut this 

fabric.  So let’s get to it! 
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Cut to same angle as laying out the wool to be shrunk for fabric layout. 

Sped up motion of Renée laying out the fabric.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Lay the fabric out using the edges of the table as guides.  

 Use a ruler to help smooth out any wrinkles.  

 Use pushpins or pattern weights to hold the fabric in place.  

 Make sure that your stripes or plaid are still parallel to the selvage.  

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Now is the time to decide how to line up your stripes or plaid.  Keep the same 

stripe on the center front line 

 

gestures to pattern piece 

 

for the left and ride sides, rather than the front edge of the vest, and mirror the 

pattern for your facing so that it matches the outside. 

 

Cut to high angle view of laying the pattern piece down.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Place your pattern piece on the fabric, and measure from the top of your grain line 

to the selvage.   
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Adjust the bottom of the grain line so it is the same distance from the selvage.  

Longer grain lines on your patterns assure higher accuracy.  

 

Cut to CU of tailor tacking demo 

 

Traditionally, tailors cut their patterns on folded fabric, and mark with thread 

called “tailor tacks”, a loose running stitch through folded layers that are then 

snipped.   

 

We’re going to mark our fabric with chalk to indicate the stitching lines, since 

that is what most people are familiar with.  I’ll use a bright color so you can 

clearly see my lines.  

 

Picks up marking pencil 

Cut to CU marking of fabric 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Use a colored pencil or chalk that easily wipes away to mark your fabric.   

 Use your fingers to hold down the pattern as your move the pencil 

Create nice, clean lines that you have to work a little bit to see.  You don’t want 

these showing through the fabric.   

Trace around the perimeter, and then your interior markings.  

Then, mark your seam allowances.  Since we’ve already done a fitting, you can 

make the seam allowance an inch all the way around.  If you are doing a second 

fitting, you can add more at the hem, front edge, and side seam.   
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Once you have all your pieces marked, go ahead and start cutting! 

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table cutting fabric 

 

Use these same guidelines for cutting out your facings and linings.  If you are 

making welts, don’t worry, there are precise instructions for cutting those pieces 

in the pocket chapter.  The next step is to interface the vest fronts, but for now, 

happy cutting! 

 

Renée happily goes back to cutting… 

 

Chapter Seven: Interfacing 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette.  Today, 

we’re going to talk about interfacing and taping the vest front.  

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

 

Interfacing on the interior of the garment provides strength and stability, and 

prevents stretching.   

 

Many modern garments are made with fusible interfacing, that bonds to the fabric 

with heat activated glue.  In couture garment making, however, these two fabrics 

are sewn together.   
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Cut to ECU of gesturing hand to seam allowances 

 

This can be done by machine, or for even more control, by hand. If you do sew in 

flat lining, keep your stitches small and 1/8” outside the stitching line.  

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Hand flat lining is better for the vest, because you want to allow some room for 

the wool to stretch over the years.  Most tailors today, however, use fusible 

interfacing.  

When using fusible 

 

Cut to CU of fused vest front 

 

keep it within the stitching lines so it doesn’t bulk up your seam allowances.  

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

Before you interface the vest front make sure that your vest pockets, buttons, and 

center front line are clearly and precisely thread marked.  

 

Close up on thread marking on front of vest.  
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Once we put in the interfacing, you won’t be able to see your stitching lines, so 

you need those traced to the outside.  

 

Puts these pieces away and takes out the front fused with fused tape.  

 

The next step is to tape the vest edge.  This step is sometimes done with fusible 

tape, but traditionally, this step is done with ¼” wide cotton twill tape, ½” tape 

will also work.  Sewing the tape on by hand will give you more control.   

If your vest has a neck extension,  

 

Gestures to form nearby, CU on forms with vests on.  

 

like you see here, it should be sewn together, and pressed open.  If there is no 

neck extension, you can tape the fronts separately and overlap the tapes at the 

center back. 

 

Pan back to eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

As for materials, all you need is the twill tape, needle, and thread.   

 

High angle view of measuring around vest front edge. 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Cut one piece of twill tape long enough to go across the hem of the vest, up the 

front, and around the neck times two for the other side. 
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Make sure to leave a few extra inches for seam allowance, easing and shrinkage.   

 

Renée moves towards bowl of water 

Cut to split screen of CU of hand swishing twill and ironing the twill tape  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Soak the twill tape in cool water and wash with soap by hand.  Rinse thoroughly.  

Next, protect your ironing surface with a cloth, and iron the tape to shrink and dry 

the cotton tape.  If there is dye coming out, repeat the process until the tape 

presses clean.  You don’t want any dye coming off on your fashion fabrics or onto 

the pressing table!  

 

Cut to CU on Renée laying down twill tape.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

When your twill tape is prepped, start at the bottom of the side seam, inside the 

stitching line, and lay the twill tape loose to the corner.  

 

Miter the corner, and then keep it flat from the point of the hem to center front. 

Distribute a quarter inch of ease along the front edge.  Then keep it flat through 

the neck opening, and ease slightly around the back of the neck. Repeat this on 

the other side.  

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 
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Once your all pinned, you’ll go ahead and baste the twill into place.  I like to use 

silamide thread,  

 

holds up silamide 

 

since it doesn’t tangle easily, and it’s pre-waxed.   

 

Picks up needle and thread from vest 

Cut to CU of hand stitching 

 

A basting stitch should be fast, secure, and done in one hand motion.   

 

Cut to eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Your threads should always match the color of your fabric as closely as possible.  

Baste the tape to the vest front through all layers, down the center of the tape. The 

next step is to whip the tape on inside.    

 

Picks up needle,  

CU of hand stitching the designated area on the vest, then trimming the wigan.  Only 

one section of the vest will actually be worked on.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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Once you’ve basted on the tape around both vest fronts, we’ll do a permanent 

stitch whipstitch.  Your stitches should only catch the twill tape and the flatlining.  

This whipstitch should be no more than a ¼” in length. You don’t want to draw 

up the edge of the vest with aggressively tight hand stitches.  

Next, trim away the flatlining that goes beyond the twill tape into the seam 

allowance.  

 

Cut to CU of hands sewing the outside of twill tape 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

To finish securing the twill tape, do the same type whip stitch that catches the 

outside of the twill and a tiny bite of wool.  These stitches should not be visible on 

the outside of the vest, so it is aspecially important to make your thread color 

here.     

 

Fade to eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table 

 

After doing these stitches all the way around, you are ready for the next step, 

which is to sew on your facings!  

 

Chapter Eight: Single Welt Pockets 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table, have vest and jacket nearby to gesture to 

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette.  This is the 

first of three episodes dedicated to everyone’s favorite tailoring subject: pockets!  
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Graphic: Title Sequence 

 

Today, we’ll focus on the single welt pocket, the kind seen on the front of most 

vests, and the top left of a suit jacket.  These can be tricky at first, but become a 

little easier every time you do them.  I recommend making a few practice pockets 

before you cut into your vest front.   

First, let’s go over everything you need to make a single welt pocket:  

 

Cut to panning CU of named materials, with hands making appropriate gestures 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

• Interfacing for each pocket, about 2” X 6”cut on the straight of grain.  This 

can either be fused or sewn in place. 

•  Tracing paper, tracing wheel, and a sharp marking pencil 

• Your pocket pieces cut out of wool with ½” seam allowance on the top 

and sides, and 1” on the bottom.  In order to match a stripe or plaid, lay your 

pattern piece over the front of the garment, and trace the stripes.  Then lay your 

pattern piece onto the right side of the wool, and match the pattern.  Use a chalk 

that will wipe away quickly and easily to mark out your pattern.  Then threadmark 

this shape so that you don’t lose it.  Keep in mind that your pocket patterns might 

be different from side to side.    

• Fusible interfacing for each welt, cut just slightly smaller than the welt, or 

all the way into the seam allowances if your wool frays easily or is very thin.   
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• Two 6” X 6” pieces of pocketing per welt, with a diagonal cut off the top 

that matches the diagonal of the welt.  On one piece, press down the top ¼” to the 

wrong side.  This will be the front pocket piece.   

• A needle and thread that matches your wool  

 

5 Cut to angle view of iron fusing on the interfacing.  

 

Using your threadmarking as a guide, center your interfacing over the pocket 

opening and fuse in place.   

 

6 Cut to Eye level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

Next, mark a line through the exact center of the welt on the vest front.   

 

7 Cut to close up on the wrong side of the vest front, marking the stitching lines.  

 

Mark a second line dividing the lower rectangle in half, stopping ¼” from the 

edges.  Angle off towards the corners of the rectangle. The next step is to prepare 

the welt.  

 

8 Cut to CU welt at ironing board 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Trim the sides and top seam allowance of the welt to 3/8”.  Miter the corners of 

the welt by ironing the top corners towards the center.  Then press the sides and 
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top down towards the center.  Use your threadmarking and clear ruler to make 

sure you have the exact shape.  If your corners are being stubborn,  

 

9 Inset of ECU welt with needle and thread 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

take a small bite with a needle and thread and gently pull on both ends of the 

thread.   

 

Inset out.  

10 Fade to ECU cross stitching the welt sides 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Once you have the exact shape of your pattern piece, cross stitch or whip stitch 

the three sides in place, making sure that your stitches are not visible on the 

outside.   

 

Fade to ECU pinning on the pocketing 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Take the folded edge of the front pocket piece and pin it ¼” from the top of  

the welt.   

 

Fade to ECU slip stitching the pocketing in place 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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Slip stitch the font pocket to the welt, stopping 1/8” from the edges.  Trim the 

seam allowance of the pocketing to ¾”.  Clip into this seam allowance at the 

bottom of the welt, stopping 1/8” before the stitching line of the pocket.  Tuck 

these tabs between the pocketing and the welt.   

 

Fade to high angle CU of drafting table/vest 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Place the welt face down and upside down on the right side of the vest, with the 

pocketing flipped out of the way.  Match up the bottom stitching line to the 

bottom of the welt.  Check to make sure your stripes match up.   

 

Fade to CU of basting welt in place 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Using small, secure stitches, and thread that matches your wool, baste the welt in 

place.  Pin the right side of the back pocket to the right side of the vest matching 

the line that you drew in the center of the welt.  Once these two pieces are placed 

correctly, 

 

Fade to OTS CU machine sewing  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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sew in place by machine.  Do not back stitch on the ends, but get to the exact end 

points that are marked and leave your threads long.   

 

Fade to ECU pulling threads through to tie knots 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

  

Pull the threads through to the wrong side, and tie a few knots.   

 

Fade to ECU vest at drafting table 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Pin your pocketing and welt safely out of harm’s way.  And, (are you ready? 

Don’t be scared!) cut through the line that is between your stitching lines.  Be 

very careful at the ends, if you cut too short, the pocket will pucker, and if you cut 

too far, you will have a hole in your garment.  Clip only through the vest front, do 

not cut the seam allowance of the welt. The clips should end one stitch length 

from the corners.  Reach through the opening and pull the welt and pocket to the 

wrong side.  

 

Fade to CU welt at ironing board 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Press open the seam that attaches the welt to the vest, and press the triangles flat 

against the welt.   
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Fade to CU basting the front pocket closed at drafting table 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

Baste the top of the pocket in place and then securely tack the pocket ends with a 

whipstitch.  Now you are ready to close up your pockets with a machine stitch.     

 

Fade to OTS CU machine stitching the pocketing closed 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

It’s not important that your pocket stitching lines match up exactly; just make sure 

they lay flat together.  Using a small stitch length, go around the pocket stitching 

line twice, for added strength.  Then go ahead and  

 

Fade to CU pinking the seam allowance at drafting table 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

 

pink or trim your seam allowances to about ¼”.   

 

Fade to Eye level MS—Renée at drafting table 
 

At this point, you can choose to do a little decorative top stitching on the edges of 

the welt that doubles for strength.  This could be important if the pocket is 

actually being used.  There are a few variations of topstitching that include 

 

Cut to ECU of varied topstitching 
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triangles, straight stitches, or an L-shapes.   

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée at drafting table 

 

If you do topstitch, make sure to pull your threads through to the wrong side of 

the vest rather than backstitching.  It will look much neater.  I promise these 

pockets get easier with time, and I hope you’re happy with the results you are 

getting.  The next step is to assemble your vest back and facings.   

Chapter Nine: Facing and Lining 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table, vest on table and on dress form, all pieces 

are ready cut and folded on table.  

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner, I’m Renée Berthelette.  Today, 

we’ll be working with the facing and lining of your vest.   

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

 

We want your garment to be beautiful on both the inside and out, so take care in 

selecting your interior fabrics.  

 

Takes patterns out from shelf or beneath table 

Cut to New Angle 
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We’ll use your trued up patterns to create our interior patterns.  You already have 

the vest back pattern, which you’ll need to cut out of lining twice, once for the 

outside, once for the inside.  If you have a neck extension 

 

Cut to close up of pattern piece at neck extension 

 

Cut the outside without the neck extension, and the inside with it.   

 

Puts down pattern piece and picks up vest.  

Cut to Renée behind drafting table, pointing to neck extension 

 

We do this, of course, because the wool takes up that space on the exterior.  There 

are three more pattern pieces, which we’ll create  

 

Picks up front vest pattern that has the three divisions, each in a different color, side by 

side with a completed vest interior.  

 

using our trued up front pattern.   

 

Cut to High Angle view of the altered pattern piece.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

Renée gestures to pattern pieces with narration.  

 

The front facing is cut out of wool.  To create this pattern piece, strike a line 1 ½” 

from the front edge of the shoulder parallel to the neck edge.  Strike another line 
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that is parallel to and 2 ½” away from the front vest edge.  Connect these two 

lines with a soft curve.  Make sure that this line is at least ½” away from your 

hem’s point, you don’t want the seam allowances to bulk at this intersection.   

The lower facing is also cut out of wool.  Start at least 1 ½” up from the bottom at 

the side seam, and strike a line perpendicular to the center front line.   

The last pattern is called the front lining, and is made out of Silesia.  Add a 1” 

rectangle to the bottom of this pattern.  This should be a perfect rectangle with 

right angles on all sides.  It will eventually be a pleat or baffle that will allow ease 

through the interior.   

 

Cut to MS of Renée behind drafting table.  

The grain line on all three pieces is the same as your vest front. First, sew the 

lower facing to the new bottom hem of the front lining.  Then, 

 

Close up of folding, pinning, basting the baffle 

 

fold up the baffle to match the notch, and press the pleat with the iron to ensure 

proper placement.  

 

Cut to Renée behind drafting table, gestures to seam allowance 

 

Make sure you press the seam allowance up, or it will get a little bulky in the 

lower facing.  Then, you can go ahead and match the front facing with the front 

lining along their shared edge.  Sew from bottom to top so that the baffle doesn’t 

open, and press the seam allowance towards the side seam.   
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Cut to Renée at drafting table.  

Split screen with ECU stitching, include turning the corner at the hem.  

 

When sewing on your facing, sew with your vest side up, so that you can sew just 

outside the taped edge. When you get to the point of the hem, 

 

Renée pulls out drawing materials to draw exaggerated example of stitching, her side 

of the split screen fades to downward angle of the drawing.   

 

lower your stitch length, and go almost to the corner.  Hop over two stitches, and 

then pivot to go up the other side.  This allows for room for your seam allowance 

when you turn the vest right side out.  

 

Cut to Renée behind drafting table.   

Renée puts drawing away, takes back out the vest front.  

 

When you press this seam, keep in mind that in tailoring, we try to keep 

everything as flat as possible.  In order to achieve that, we will grade the seam 

allowances.   

 

Cut to close up grading (cutting) the seam allowances (scissor noises!) 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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The longer seam allowance is whichever is closest to the outside of the garment 

when the garment is finished.  Trim the wool and interfacing to 3/8” and the 

lining and facing to ¼”.   When you get to any corner, cut the seam allowances in 

the shape of a triangle.   

 

Cut to Renée at drafting table, 

 

Once you have everything stitched and graded, give it a quadruple press.   

 

Cut to ironing table with vest front: 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: (ENERGY—think John Madden) 

 

First, press your stitching flat.  Allow the stitching to relax. 

Second, press your stitching towards the interior.  

Third, finger press the outside, rolling the seam towards the interior of the 

garment.  

Fourth, press that edge flat flat flat, and clap it down. 

 

Cut to Renée at drafting table 

 

Now that the vest is pressed, I’m going to retrace the armscye before I stitch that 

up.  Things tend to shift around slightly when you attach the facing.   

 

Cut to close up of tracing the armscye 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 
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Using tracing paper and a pounce wheel, trace the your armscye threadmarking to 

the interior of the Silesia.  This will give you the correct line to sew for your 

armscye.  Stitch these lines together, remembering to backstitch at the 

intersections and  

 

Cut to Renée at drafting table 

 

use the same pressing techniques.  Turn the vest out through the shoulder, and 

work out the point.  Your next step is to sew together the back lining.  Attach the 

rights to lefts at center back, and then sew the two together at the armscye, hem, 

and neck.  You’ll probably have to trim down these seam allowances to about a 

¼” so they can lay flat.   

 

Gestures to seam allowance 

 

Once again, roll your seam allowance to the inside. Now comes the magic finish.   

 

VOICE OVER NARRATION: 

  

Turn your vest back inside out, and sandwich the vest inside, right sides together.  

I baste everything first to make sure it is properly put together, and not a mobius 

strip.   

 

Inset graphic of mobius strip.  
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You might need to take out some side seam stitches so you can sandwich it 

properly.  Make sure to push the edges of the vest front all the way to the corners 

of the lining.  On one side, you will sew all layers together top to bottom.  On the 

other side, mark 1” from the top and bottom of the side seam, and sew from notch 

to notch through the vest front and vest back exterior, avoiding the vest back 

lining between the two notches.   

 

Tailor baste the shoulder together so it acts as one piece, and then sandwich it 

between the vest back shoulders.  For these seams, lift back the seam allowance of 

the back lining, continue to pin through the rest of the layers in the remainder of 

the seam.   

 

Pin the neck extension to the vest back first, clipping is necessary here to get the 

seam allowance to lay flat.  Then pin the top of the neck extension to the lining, 

and stop sewing about 1/8” from the shoulder seam.   

 

Cut to Renée at drafting table.  

 

Turn the vest back right side out through one of the side seams, and voila magic 

finish.  There will be a few areas on the vest that you have to finish by hand.  

These will be  

 

Close up on the individual parts of the vest.  
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the ¾” neck extension and the remainder of the interior side seam.   

 

Cut to Renée at drafting table 

 

Keep your stitches small and invisible, and remember to really press press press 

all of your stitching super flat.  We’re almost done with this vest, all we have left 

is buttonholes and belts!  

 

 

 

Chapter Ten: Buttonholes 

Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table, completed vest on dress form.  Vest front, 

Cabrera and Poulin books on table.  

 

Welcome to Tailoring for the Visual Learner.  I’m Renée Berthelette.  Today, 

we’re going to go over the final step in creating your vest: buttonholes.   

 

Graphic: Title Sequence 

 

There are a variety of ways to make buttonholes by either hand or machine.  If 

you’d like to try sewing buttonholes by hand, (picks up the two books) both  

 

Cross fade to scrolling of Cabrera pgs. 173 and 174 and Poulin pg. 28 
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Poulin and Cabrera have excellent instructions on the process.  My strongest 

recommendation is to practice, practice, practice before actually sewing one on 

your vest.   

 

Cut to Eye level MS—Renée behind drafting table, puts down books.  

 

Another option is to take your garment to a local tailor, and pay to have the 

buttons set in for you.  Most of the tailors I know, however, set in buttonholes by 

machine.  Since every machine creates buttonholes a little differently, I’ll 

demonstrate on three different machines:  

 

Pop up inset still of each sewing machine 

 

a domestic Bernina Activa 220, a commercial Bernina, and a domestic Elna 6009.  

 

Renée picks up vest, cut to new angle 

 

Whatever method you decide to use, your buttonhole should start 1/8” from the 

center front line towards the vest edge.  For a man’s garment, the buttonholes go 

on the left side, and for a woman’s garment, they go on the right.  I remember this 

by the saying, “Women are always right, men are always left over.”  The next 

issue to solve is how wide to make your buttonhole.  A good place to start is  

 

Cut to close up hands gesturing towards button dimensions 
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the diameter of the button plus the depth.   

 

Renée puts down button, cut back to MS? 

 

This is only a place to start, however.  You should always do samples first with 

the right fabrics and interfacing to make sure that the buttonhole will function 

properly.  Without any further ado, let’s go to the sewing machines! 

 

Cut to domestic Bernina Activa 220. Three camera angles. One OTS. One ECU of 

button hole.  One on Renée’s face.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION 

The Bernina Activa 220 has a programmed stitch number for manual buttonholes, 

number 10, and if you have the right presser foot, automatic buttonholes as well. 

I’m going to show you the manual method.  In this case, the beginning and end of 

your buttonhole needs to be absolutely visible and precise, because you are 

relying on your eyes to start and stop.   

Sew the first bead forward and then stop sewing at your marked end.  Press the 

reverse button, and sew the reverse straight stitch.  Stop sewing at the first stitch.  

Press the reverse button again and sew the bartack and the second bead.  Once 

more, press the reverse button.  Sew the final bartack and the securing stitches.  

 

Cut to commercial Bernina. Three camera angles. One OTS. One ECU of button hole.  

One on Renée’s face.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION 
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For the commercial Bernina, I’m going to use a Singer Buttonhole Attachment.  

The attachment has a variety of templates for both oval and keyhole buttonholes 

in different sizes.  Insert the correct template into the bottom of the attachment.  

Place the metal plate on the sewing machine, lining up the hole with the needle 

plate.  To check the placement, increase the stitch width, and make sure that the 

needle doesn’t catch the plate.  If the screw holes don’t line up, you can keep the 

plate in place with some masking or painter’s tape.   

Remove the presser foot and attach the bare shank.  Place the attachment around 

the shank making sure that the attachment arm is wrapped around the screw that 

holds the needle in place. Secure the attachment with a screw on the right.   

Twist the knob on the top of the buttonholer until it is at it’s furthest position 

towards the vest front.  Center on the placement line, and press the pedal.  I 

sometimes sew the template twice around for extra security.   

 

Cut to domestic Elna. Three camera angles. One OTS. One ECU of buttonhole.  One 

on Renée’s face.  

VOICE OVER NARRATION 

 

For the Elna 6009, remove the regular foot from the shank and attach the 

automatic buttonhole foot.  This attachment sews a buttonhole towards the edge 

of the vest rather than away, so make sure you position the garment properly.   

Extend the button holder to the back and place the button in it, this sets the button 

hole size.  Push the holder together tightly around the button.  Place both threads 

under the foot to the left, and insert the garment under the foot.  Lower the needle 

to the starting position, and press the pedal!  
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Cut to Renée at drafting table 

 

Cutting open your buttonholes can be nerve racking, but just take your time, and 

be careful not to snip any of the threads.  I prefer to cut open my buttonholes with 

my tailor points, but other people feel more comfortable with a razor, X-Acto 

blade, or buttonhole snips.    

When you sew on your buttons, be sure to leave a small shank between the button 

and the vest front, to allow room for the left side to sit under the button.   

The last thing we’ll do in this is see the vest on our model.  I can’t wait, and I 

hope you are proud of the work you have done.  

 

 

Chapter Eleven: The Finale 

Variety of close up shots of vest parts, culminating in circle dolly shot of Harrison. 

 

After all of your hard work, maybe even a little blood and tears, I hope you are 

proud of your vest.  It didn’t take me long to develop a deep appreciation for the 

precision and beauty of a finely pressed edge, a sharp corner, or the window of 

perfection that is a single welt pocket. As the great Master Tailor Clearance 

Poulin says, “If you want to tailor, you want to tailor well.” 

Constructing a vest from start to finish is incredibly satisfying, but tailoring is not 

an easy trade to learn.  I wish you the best of luck in all your future tailoring 

projects, and hope that you are inspired to continue the tailor’s never ending quest 

towards perfection.   
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